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Th e city of Sidon (Arabic: Sayda) underwent a remarkable boom during the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, which was closely related to the regional and supra-regional history of Bilad alSham in the same period. But the fourteenth, fi ft eenth and nineteenth centuries, whose architecture is so visible in cities such as Tripoli or Damascus, did not put a similar stamp on Sidon. Th e Eastern Mediterranean shares a common history, but its cities do not always share similar patterns of urban development. Why was the fate of Sidon so diff erent from that of Acre or Beirut? Was it based on geopolitical and regional factors, the diff erent waves of external change breaking over the Eastern Mediterranean, or should it be seen in the context of the kinds of power struggle in the regional capitals like Aleppo and Damascus or Cairo and Istanbul? Th is article elaborates the main principles and steps in the urban development of an Ottoman provincial harbour town and attempts to identify the town's key agents by combining a study of the written records with that of its material culture. 
